The topic of this Master´s degree thesis is Copyright aspects in creation of webpages.
The reason for this topic was especially in general economic significance of webpages in this
age, which is very often without appropriate consequences in contractual practice of its
creation. The author realizes that problematic of the webpages creation brings whole range of
legal issues so he has to focus on creation of the one part of webpages to make beneficial
academic and legal practice outcomes. Author´s decision was to deal with content
management system, which is in his opinion the most important part of the majority of current
webpages.
It was necessary to lay down an elementary terminology in the beginning of the thesis
in order to comprehend all legal issues in essential technical context. Another reason is that
some legal conclusions required also non-legal (technical) knowledge.
Following chapter of the thesis analyzes legal nature of webpages in respect of
technical context.
The fourth chapter is core of the thesis and deals with analysis of content management
system´s legal nature as computer program and with its creation in copyright perspective.
First of all this chapter provides analysis of the requirements that the computer programs have
to fulfill in order to obtain the copyright protection. Moreover the doctrinal outcomes of this
section were used in the crucial part of the thesis, which focuses on creation of content
management system. At first there is in-depth legal analysis of creation content management
system as employee work in respect of content management system´s special nature. The
following part contains analysis of content management system created to order with focus on
assignment of a right to exercise author´s economic rights. Both depth legal analysis
(employee work, work created to order) provide outcomes applicable in legal practice.
In the fifth chapter there are mentioned some negatives of the relevant Czech
legislation with recommendation for possible amendments.
The last chapter concludes with summary of general conclusions which have arisen
from the thesis and evaluates possible benefit to jurisprudence and legal practice.

